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Letter from the Editor

Another newsletter and time for a
re-cap (sadly a despised word in
some quarters) of the past dancing
year in Bristol. For many this has
been an exciting and hectic year but
refreshed by your summer breaks, I
hope you will all join us again for
another event packed season,
beginning on 8th September 2011.
Before proceeding further with this
letter, could I re-assure everybody
that no mobile „phone has been
hacked into for information.
This coming year will of course be
th
special for us as it will be the 50
Anniversary of the formal
constitution of RSCDS in Bristol. In
celebration of this event a Ball is to
be held at the Council House on
th
10 March 2012. Make no mistake
about it, this will be THE major
event in our calendar and a
wonderful evening is planned.
Anyone who has not yet bought a
ticket should do so now.

Letter from our Chairman

The Royal Scottish Country
Dance Society
Saturday 10th
March 2012
Wine reception: 7.00 for 7.30
Dancing to 11.30 p.m.
with

Ian Muir and the
Craigellachie
Band
M.C. : Peter Wright
Dear Dancing Friends,
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I am writing this letter at the end of
th
our 49 year of Scottish Dancing. It
has been marked by lots of happy
dancing events and club evenings.
This year we have had a variety of
teaching for our main class as we
are lucky enough to have three
professional teachers who each
give a substantial amount of time
and effort to make sure that we are
given access to high level teaching
at all times. We are extremely
grateful to Barbara, Cheryl and
Peter for all their efforts this last
year and look forward to continuing
dancing with them next year.
We have also continued to support
our trainee teachers by providing
them with opportunities to teach the
main class. However, they have
also been highly successful in
bringing on a small group of
beginners who have enjoyed, and
appreciated, the individual attention
given to them by Andrew, Graham

and Lynn. All three of the trainees
will be looking to the examinations
for the next stage of their training in
the coming year and plans are in
hand to give them the support they
need.
During the year we took the
decision not to have live music for
our dance evening in the spring
term. This was because of
increasing costs. We did not want to
increase regular costs for members
so had to make the change. We
have also decided to maintain our
charges at the same rate for
another year. Membership fee will
be £17 and the weekly class fee will
remain at £4 for members, £5 for
non-members – with reductions for
advance payments.
I am privileged to be in the
Chairman‟s position for our Golden
Anniversary year. It is a tribute to
the health-giving properties of
Scottish Dancing that there are still
some of the original members of the
group to invite to our Golden Ball –
and some of them are still dancing!

Our display group continues to be
invited to events and anyone who
would like to be involved should
speak to Barbara Savill to find out
more. The group meets monthly on
a Monday evening at Church of the
Good Shepherd, Kings Drive,
Bishopston, Bristol.
We are looking forward to
celebrating our Anniversary year
together in style. It would be even
more exciting to be able to attract
more new members to the pleasure
of Scottish Dancing – so if you have
friends / neighbours who might like
to give it a go, please bring them
along to our friendly beginner‟s
group. Let‟s spread the fun! See
you in September.
Margaret Pinder
Chairman – Bristol Branch RSCDS

ANDREW SMITH
THE SOCIETY SCROLL OF
HONOUR

Because we wanted to celebrate
our Anniversary as close as
possible to the day when we
started, 50 years ago, we have
changed our usual format of dances
and events for next year. We will
still have our usual New Season
Dance and Day School in the
autumn term but the spring term will
just have our Beginner‟s Dance on
the last Saturday in January so that
we can concentrate on preparations
for our Ball on 10 March. The
Summer Dance will be on the
programme as usual. All dates can
be found at the end of the
Newsletter.
As part of our preparations for the
Ball, each week at our classes the
teachers will include dances from
the ball programme – probably two
each week in the autumn term and
maybe more in the lead up to the
Ball. Peter will highlight which are
the Ball dances on the weekly
programmes published on our
internet site so that we can all take
extra-special note of the dances
and learn as we go. We want every
member to feel able to celebrate
together. So, even if you have not
been to a Ball before, please do
come – it won‟t be the same without
you!

Many of you will now know that
Andrew Smith was recommended
and will receive the Scroll of Honour
at the society AGM in November.
This is not only an honour for
Andrew it is an honour for the
Bristol branch where he has spent
his recent dancing years.
From the time he was inspired by
the music to dance at the age of 12
½ years, Andrew has unceasingly
given his time and effort in not only
enjoying this as a pastime, but has
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made Scottish Country Dancing his
second occupation.
From dancing in various display
teams, to becoming involved with
Branches wherever he was living,
actively participating in the running
of these, to volunteering to act on
the RSCDS Management Board in
various roles, Andrew has shown
his complete commitment to this
Society.
Andrew has attracted people of all
ages, from all walks of life, giving
them the opportunity not just to
observe other dancers, but to join in
and often to become enthusiastic
participants themselves.
He has written several dances and
published booklets to help beginner
dancers understand the rudiments
of both Highland and country
dancing steps. He has lately
passed his preliminary teaching
examinations which have enabled
him to extend his ever-willing
support for new dancers in a more
structured way.
Because he has acted on various
Committees, both at local and at
national level, taking different
responsibilities, he is able to offer a
wide breadth of knowledge and
understanding to proposed
restructuring of the Society and to
elaborate on current practice. His
advice is highly valued by our
Branch, other local clubs, and
individuals who seek clarity of
information.
He continues to freely lend his time
and artistic skill to the design of
advertising material, and to the
decorative aspects of dance venues
which he has made quite special for
our Branch, e.g. the Burns‟ Night
celebrations, and our forthcoming
Golden Ball.
Andrew is an unassuming and loyal
member of Bristol Branch who
through his continued endeavours
in this field enriches not only our
class, but benefits all those who
become inspired by him to take an
interest in Scottish Country
Dancing.

THE BRANCH WEEKEND AT
SYMONDS YAT
After some fifteen years of “Haytor”
weekends, a change of venue to
Symonds Yat was most refreshing.
As mentioned in last years
Newsletter, weekends away were
instigated by Marcus Ashman as a
pleasant way of bonding for
Scottish Dancers who danced
together but otherwise had little
opportunity to get to know each
other better. The weekends have
been extremely successful and I
hope will be ongoing.
This year the weekend was
organised by Clive, Margaret and
Brian and what a wonderful job they
made of ensuring the weekend ran
smoothly, despite a few setbacks
with the hotel. From the time that
people arrived on Friday (in time for
tea and biscuits) to departure
following lunch on Sunday
everybody settled in to their new
surroundings and had a very
enjoyable time.
There was nothing wrong with the
hotel that new plumbing and new
management couldn‟t put right. The
rooms were better than adequate
and the food passed muster even if
the meal times were a bit rigid.
Generally the hotel was more than
“fit for purpose” for a dancing
weekend.
Friday evening (MC‟d by birthday
girl Pat Fish) kicked off the weekend
in the right spirit with everyone
enjoying themselves dancing to our
trusty musicians Dalriada and
generally re-enforcing friendships
and acquaintances. It‟s worth
mentioning at this point that being
MC is not easy, requiring much
preparation and hard work
beforehand. Needless to say Pat
was more than up to the task. As
usual the dance was followed by a
ceilidh but most people were in bed
by one thirty so as to be fit for the
following day.

Our teacher on Saturday was Gillian
Jennings from Sutton Coldfield who
conducted the classes with a
humorous style and we enjoyed
dancing some of her own dances.
There were two notable absences
from class being Lorna Coles who
hobbled around on crutches and
Kevin Savill who pretended to have
a real cold.

Co made us laugh with “The
Coopers Wife”
This was complemented by a very
enjoyable evenings dancing and of
course a fringe Ceilidh followed,
proving to be a lively affair with
many people staying until the early
hours of Sunday morning.
Sunday morning classes passed as
well as expected after a late night
and following a final lunch we all
departed feeling that Symonds Yat
had passed its test as a suitable
venue for future weekends.
Kevin Savill
Life beyond Bristol........

Extras for ‘Titanic’ ?
There was a suspicion that they
feigned illness so that they could
watch six nations rugby while
everybody else went for a walk, but
nothing could be proved!! In fact the
whole class was dogged by illness
and injury with Catherine sporting a
black eye, Lynn with a heavily
bandaged ankle and to cap the
whole weekend on Sunday, Thelma
fell on the dance floor and cut her
head. Fortunately a medical team
and newcomers to the party Rick &
Margaret Dean took control and
ensured she had the appropriate
treatment.
During the evening ceilidh we were
entertained by the Symonds Yat
Singers, The Coles Watkins trio
(Lorna Graham and Helen playing
their respective saxophones),
Marcus‟ poems, Fiona Grant who
danced a Hebridean clog dance

At Weston-super-Mare we have a
newly built pier, a superb sandy
beach, a tide that almost emigrates
to Wales and a Scottish country
dancing class!
We have a mixed class of dancers,
some with more than 30yrs dancing
experience and lesser experienced
dancers, integrated all in one class,
it works well. A lot of laughter and
friendly banter adds to the
enjoyment of good dancing and fun
on Monday evenings. We even
provide free tea and biscuits!
Yours truly was honoured to be
asked to be MC on the Friday
evening at the RSCDS Bristol
dancing weekend at the Paddocks
Hotel in March 2011. A lot of
preparation, bags of enthusiasm
and the desire to see happy
dancing seemed to pay off.
I certainly enjoyed the evening and
what better way to spend my
special birthday [also Angela‟s
birthday]. Many thanks for the
birthday cake. Good job there were
not candles for each year of my life
– might have set off fire alarms!
The rest of the weekend went
equally well and the ceilidh items
deservedly had much praise. Pity
we couldn‟t drink the tap water!!
Pat Fish……..(and her fork’andle)

Dalriada and the Saxophone Trio

Saturday Morning Class

and Catriona Forward and friends
who showed us a new Olympic
category. Brian Machin and Pat
Fish gave the BBC a run for their
money with an excellent rendition of
The Two Ronnies and finally Joan &
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GEORGE CREE’S 90
BIRTHDAY

TH

were proud to have a team of 6 men
and 6 women.

The team showed that they had
been working very hard on their
covering.
The display team with George and
his grandsons
One of the highlights of this year for
the display team was to be invited
by our RSCDS „honorary‟ member
th
George Cree to dance at his 90
birthday party at St Monica‟s in
February. About 40 of his family and
friends gathered for drinks and a
meal in a beautifully decorated hall
with a slideshow covering all
aspects of George‟s long and
interesting life.

The venues for our 6 displays this
year have varied considerably, from
the student canteen at UWE for a
lunchtime Burns display, to the
team trying to make an attempt at
advanced line dancing at the Civil
Service Club (no walkthroughs
here). The line dancers were very
keen participants of Scottish
Country Dancing.

Trish, Ruth and Kevin with the line
dancers
Fortunately the sun shone over
Raglan Castle, where the team put
on an exemplary display of a reel
and strathspey medley at the South
Wales Festival of Dance. We were
the only representatives from this
side of Wales‟ eastern border and

numbers on Mondays and is keen
to point out that the display team is
not an elite section of Bristol
RSCDS. Any body can participate
and she would encourage all who
are prepared to give their time.
Members give their time for nothing
but the costs involved such as hire
of hall, are usually more than
covered by the fee charged to the
client. If you would like to know
more please speak to Barbara.
Kevin Savill

THE INTER-VARSITY FOLK
DANCE FESTIVAL

We meet on a Monday once a
month and our next engagement is
for St Andrew‟s night …so please
come along to the class on Sept 26,
Oct 31 and Nov 21 or have a chat
with me on a Thursday. This class
is open to everyone. We choose
the team from those who are
available and would like to take
part.
Barbara Savill

Angela, Diana, Ruth and Margaret
relaxing after the Civil Service Club
display
EDITORS COMMENT
As previously mentioned the display
team under the tutelage of Barbara
Savill has been extremely
successful in promoting Scottish
Country Dancing in Bristol as well
as bringing in a steady stream of
revenue to the branch. I know that
Barbara would like to increase the
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IVFDF is the UK‟s national student
folk festival, and the country‟s
longest running folk festival. IVFDF
has been held at a different
university each year since the first
one was held in Leeds in 1951.
This year in February, it returned to
Bristol for the first time since 1957
th
to celebrate the Festival‟s 60
anniversary.
The festival is open to students,
non-students, never-been-a
student, dancers, folkies, ceilidh
monsters for a packed weekend of
music, dancing, ceilidhs,
workshops, sessions, gigs, dance
displays and this year, a Morris
marathon in Millennium Square.
The Scottish Dance at the festival
was supported by the RSCDS.
Dalriada played for the evening
dance where Corryvrechan
performed an interval slot.
A Scottish Country Dance workshop
was taken by Barbara Savill, and a
Scottish and Cape Breton workshop
by Fiona Grant.
Indoor camping at the student union
reached full capacity of 325, but
overall there were at least 600
participants.
Next year it moves on to Aberdeen.
Barbara Savill

THE DAY SCHOOL 2010

The teaching and music were both
excellent throughout the day, and
everyone who attended thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. We all
benefitted from Pat‟s expert tuition
and style of teaching, which was
complemented by Judith‟s
musicianship.
I hope their smiling faces mean that
they enjoyed being with us too.

Band made sure that we all enjoyed
the dancing and the floor was
always full.
The team of Caroline Dunn, Keith
Henry, Sara Jackson and Andrew
Smith has continued the excellent
tradition started by Lesley Terry ten
years ago. Continuing tradition, Bill
Gass piped us into the hall
beforehand, and piped in the haggis
which was carried by Mike Jackson.
Our thanks go to them, the caterers
for the delicious food, caretaker
Kevin, Redland High School Old
Girls and all those who helped in
any way.
I suspect many appetites have been
whetted for more Scottish Country
Dancing by a truly enjoyable
evening; one that was appreciated
by everyone there whether they
were regulars or guests,
experienced or new dancers, Scots
or Sassenachs.
Well done everyone!

BURNS SUPPER JANUARY 2011

Ruth Davies

Judith Muir and Pat Houghton

This year was a sell-out again and
we welcomed fifty new guests to our
eleventh Burns Supper; they were
treated to a room decorated with St
Andrew‟s crosses, hand-crafted
models of St Andrew as balloon
holders and suspended arches of
matching balloons, the latter two
courtesy of Andrew Smith. The
theme was Scottish saints so the
table place names were all coordinated using photographs of the
associated sites.
William Salmon from Somerset
Branch gave us an understanding
of Robert Burns‟ life and adventures
and treated us to a wide variety of
his poetry, even some of it in song.
His address was informative,
enjoyable and entertaining.
In proposing “The Lassies”, Ollie
Turnbull used events from politics
and the news from the last year to
show the frailties of womankind,
whereas in reply Catriona, his wife,
had no difficulty pointing out men‟s
foibles. Both speeches were fun
and amusing with the traditional
teasing but a genuine appreciation
of the opposite sex.
Margaret Pinder led us through the
first part of the evening and then
Peter Wright guided us gently
through the dances all of which
were suitable for those with little or
no experience. The music of Chris
Dewhurst and his Scottish Dance

THE NEWCOMERS’ DANCE

COMPETITION TIME for all you
budding dance devisors.
The RSCDS has set an Olympic
Challenge to devise an Olympic
sports themed dance. Read all
about it at www.rscds.org
AND
The Bristol Anniversary Ball
Committee would like you to write a
th
new dance to celebrate the 50
Anniversary of the Branch.
All submissions by Christmas
please.
DANCING ABROAD
Despite its name Scottish Country
Dancing is a fully International
activity enjoyed all over the world.
Sometimes we are reminded of how
lucky we are to dance in such a
safe environment when we hear of
others not so fortunate. In this year
alone a number of our fellow
dancers have been affected by
earthquakes in New Zealand and
Japan .The fact that many of our
members travel to these places and
meet other nationalities makes the
matter more poignant. Never the
less the trips abroad will continue
and some of the following articles
give a flavour of some of our
members‟ activities this year.

John and his granddaughter

Christchurch Cathedral as we saw it
before it suffered severe damage by
the earthquake. The spire fell into
the Cathedral Square.

Alan and Valerie
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DANCING IN SPAIN

It‟s true that Scottish Dancing is a
worldwide activity!
The picture shows the club in Javea
on the Costa Blanca.
The dancers are a keen group who
attend the class regularly, and learn
all the dances through the year that
will be featured on the programme
for the Iberian Festival. This is a
weekend event that takes place
every Spring time in various parts of
Spain and Portugal.
They are good friends, and always
retire after dancing to one house
where they have a drink (or two), a
chat and play a game of bowls (or
two) before going out for dinner
together at a local restaurant.
When we visited they welcomed us
warmly and insisted on us playing
bowls and joining them for dinner
afterwards.
With Scottish dancing, friendship,
bowling and a good dinner, it‟s
worth going to Spain!
Brian and Trish Machin
SUMMER SCHOOL IN NEW
ZEALAND 2010/11
Scottish Country Dancing is so
lucky to have Day schools, Summer
Schools and Winter Schools where
teaching is combined with social
activity usually at lovely locations
both in this country and overseas.
These schools are ideal venues for
singles or groups of people willing
to hone their dancing as well as
social skills.
Last year a group of Bristol Dancers
decided to visit New Zealand for
their Summer School and what an
inspired choice it was. Most people
took the view that New Zealand was
too far to go just for a dance so they
combined it with a holiday. A group
from Bristol, Kevin & Barbara Savill,
Hugh & Joan Ferguson, Len &
Barbara Lord, Graham & Lorna
Coles met with Steve & Barbara

Goulden to spend Christmas at
Golden Bay at the northern tip of
South Island.

Christmas Eve
Here a classic southern hemisphere
Christmas Day was enjoyed in
glorious sunshine while our friends
in England suffered their coldest
winter for years. Our Christmas day
was spent swimming in the sea and
sunbathing followed by a traditional
“Barbie” in the evening.
Most people had their own plans for
holidaying in New Zealand but one
plan we all had in common was
attendance at New Zealand Branch
Summer School held at Knox
College Dunedin. Knox College is
affiliated to The University of Otago
and is a magnificent 102 year old
building originally opened to provide
both a Theological Hall and a
residential college for University
Students.
The above group stayed in Student
rooms for ten days and were joined
by Clive & Lynn Robinson and Alan
& Lesley Cottle. Meals were
provided in the panelled main dining
hall where people of all nationalities
had an opportunity to meet, make
new friends and discuss the day‟s
events over a meal. Those who had
been to boarding school or
university immediately felt at home.
I should say at this stage that the
whole event was extremely well
organised. Janet Favel and her
team worked tirelessly to ensure the
comfort and well being of all who
attended. Important information was
printed daily in their “Summer
School Signal” and all events plus
venues were communicated clearly
in a welcome pack presented at the
outset.
Classes catering for groups of
different standards were held at
various locations in Dunedin.
Dancers either walked or were
bussed to these locations according
to preference and most of our
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teachers were excellent in their role,
making a real effort to ensure that
people were in the correct class
according to ability. From my
conversations with many dancers,
most people felt they benefitted a
lot and that the tuition was well
worth while.
All work and no play is not a recipe
acceptable to the Bristol Group who
were delighted to find plenty of
entertainment each evening in the
form of either social or formal
dancing. At the end of most
evenings a ceilidh or individual
parties were held at the college and
all were welcome to contribute or
enjoy. It was refreshing to see
young people as well as old
displaying a “joie de vivre” in their
dancing and ceilidh items. In
particular I shall always remember
th
the evening of Tuesday 4 January
where a ceilidh MC‟d by Iain Boyd,
showed that groups from all over
the world, could have fun as well as
take their dancing seriously. Bristol
RSCDS added a light hearted touch
to the evening with their
presentation of “Christmas at the
Heath” dressed in traditional
seasonal costumes. Previously on a
fancy dress evening they had
presented themselves as the Border
Wizards wearing a variety of
witches‟ hats.

The Border Wizards en route to
New Zealand (captured by Alistair
Smyth)
For me two evenings were
especially memorable; a traditional
Hogmanay Ball held at Otago Boys
High School, when after a wonderful
evenings‟ dancing to the music of

the Balmoral Band, the old year
was swept out at midnight and the
New Year swept in following which,
a celebratory dram was enjoyed by
all.
Better still was the President‟s Ball
on January 3 which began with a
Grand March leading into Mr
Michael Bear‟s Reel! There followed
a formal evening in which all
displayed their finery and danced to
the music of Jim Lindsay.

Kevin and Barbara at Cape Reinga
– the very north of the North Island
BUDAPEST

Bristol Dancers with Janet Favel
(School Director)
During their stay most people
managed to sightsee in Dunedin
which was founded by Scottish
settlers in 1848 and is the largest
city in South Island New Zealand
with a population of approx
100,000. They enjoyed the
attractions of its museums, galleries
and cafes together with dancing at
the Botanic gardens and nearby
Larnach Castle.

Dancing couple Graham and Lesley
at Larnach Castle
th

On Thursday 6 January,
everybody said their goodbyes to
friends old and new, most with a
view to holidaying further in New
Zealand. It was obvious that a
wonderful time was had by all.

This year, purely on a whim Barbara
and I decided to attend the
International week-end of Budapest
Scottish Country Dancing Club after
seeing an advertisement in the
Reel. What an inspired choice of
weekend it proved to be. From
beginning to end the BSDC proved
themselves to be excellent hosts
who spared no effort ensuring that a
highly organised and successful
week-end was enjoyed by all who
attended and as a follow up they
organised a wonderful five day
holiday for those who were
interested.
Responsibility for the organisation
was placed in the extremely
capable hands of two very talented
young ladies namely Agnes
Barbely, (Chairman of BSDC) and
Katalin Konya both multi-linguists
who between them ensured that in
a truly International gathering
nobody felt left out. Dancers from
fourteen different countries were all
able to participate happy in the
knowledge that they would be able
to communicate with somebody. We
were all able to benefit from the
teaching of Pat Houghton to the
accompaniment of Musicians
James Gray and Andrew Lyon over
a three day period in the
magnificent New York Palace Hotel.
Our hotel was really special,
housing also the famous literary
café which when it first opened in
1894 used to be a popular meeting
place for Writers, Poets and Artists.
The venue must have been
wonderful for it is said that at the
end of the first night, Ferenc Molnar
(Writer, Playwright and Journalist)
threw the keys of the café into the
Danube so that the café could
never be closed. (Personally I think
it was an excuse for a lock-in)
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Highlight of our weekend was the
Ball on Saturday night when we not
only danced the night away but
were also entertained by Hungarian
Folk Dancers. Some of the less
experienced Hungarian Dancers
more than compensated for their
lack of experience in Scottish
Country Dancing by their sheer
enthusiasm.
At the end of the weekend, those of
us staying on moved to another
hotel from where we all enjoyed
another 5 days holiday.
During this week we were
introduced to some very interesting
sights in Hungary, and also a
somewhat unusual sight of an
amphibious bus ride on the
Danube. At the same time we got to
know some of our fellow dancers
really well.
So all in all Barbara and I would
recommend this thoroughly
enjoyable week to any of our
dancing friends and hats off to
Katalyn & Agnes for making it so
memorable.
Kevin Savill

Kevin wondered why he had come
to Budapest for Scottish Dancing !
FROM BUDAPEST TO
BUCHAREST
Scottish Country Dancing in
Bucharest
“It‟s a long story,” he began. “Did
you expect anything else?” “Just a
couple of pages would be fine,” said
Kevin, with a wry smile, having
asked for a contribution to the next
Branch Newsletter.
So, here goes.
Wanda and Gabriel, a couple from
S Wales Branch, having thoroughly
enjoyed dancing for some time with
the Tuesday class in Cardiff, were
posted to Bucharest by Gabriel‟s
employer. They were disappointed
to not find any SCD, but their

expectations were raised by the
news that there was a „Caledonian
Ball‟, held every November as a
charity fund-raising event.
They found that their first Ball was a
different style of Scottish Country
dance, being more akin to reeling,
to which they were unaccustomed.
They therefore asked two of their
„Tuesday class‟ teachers who had
gained their Unit 3 qualification to
go to Bucharest to see if some
enthusiasm for RSCDS-style
dancing could be generated. Work
commitments prevented Conor from
going so I was invited to accompany
Alison in his place, and we first went
out in October last year.
Wanda very energetically organised
two taster sessions, held in the
Hungarian Embassy Cultural
Centre, and we were also invited to
coach one of the Ball practices in
one of the major hotels. The first
sessions were mainly to get people
moving to the music with simple
ceilidh dances, such as The
Dunedin Festival Dance, The Gay
Gordons, etc but also included The
Deil amang the Tailors and The
Royal Deeside Railway for example.
At the end of the second session
we showed them the strathspey
steps, launched them in to
Monymusk and they coped very
well. At the Ball practice we were
concentrating on dances from their
programme, but there again, at the
end, we were asked about the
strathspey steps and tempo, which
they had heard about but not
experienced, so repeated the
demonstration and again
Monymusk was very well danced
and enjoyed. At each event the very
responsive participants consisted of
ex-pats of various nationalities as
well as local Romanians, including
Wanda‟s dance teacher, Alina, who
was very much taken by the music
and what was a new form of dance

very generous support from the
class, the Branch and other sources
in S Wales to pay for her to have
two weeks at Summer School this
year.
We were therefore asked to go back
in May to run three slightly more
formal classes and to give Alina the
opportunity for a bit more dancing
on top of the time Wanda and
Gabriel had spent with her, so that
she was somewhat prepared for St
Andrews. The classes were held in
the same hall, and there was a
warm welcome back from the
security man on the door, and a lot
of help with the music system. We
included Loch Ness Monster, The
Machine without Horses, The Braes
of Breadalbane and MacDonald of
the Isles, for example. Monymusk
and The Deil amang the Tailors
were again both well received, as
well as other popular dances with
good music. Every time there was
very encouraging interest,
participants all being very
responsive and enthusiastic. We
felt, rightly or wrongly, that there
was a lot of aptitude displayed, and
there are hopes that Alina, with
support from Wanda and Gabriel,
will be able to get SCD established
in Bucharest.
It is a city of fascinating contrasts. In
October we visited the threecenturies-old Brâncoveanu country
palace at Mogoşoaia, behind which
were dumped a couple of bronze
statues; one of them of Lenin. In
May we visited the Romanian
equivalent of St Fagans, Herăstrău
Park „Village Museum‟ with
reconstructed, mainly wooden,
buildings from across the country.
All in all, both visits were very
rewarding and enjoyable
experiences, and I very much
appreciated the opportunity. It
certainly gave me something
different for my Unit 4 portfolio!
Andrew Smith

Wanda, Gabriel, Alison and Lenin
for her. She was very enthusiastic,
to the extent that she wanted to
take it further, and there has been

The Bucharest Exchange ?
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OTHER ACTIVITIES AWAY
FROM THE DANCE FLOOR……..

Swallows and Amazons
Part II

The African Queen
Spurred on by the memory of
promising ourselves, and everyone
else, that we would complete our
boating adventure down the
Thames in 2011, and before our life
changes due to imminent
grandchildren, we relaunched the
African Queen this June at Windsor
Marina. We must get to the
Thames Barrier this year!
And so off we pootled, on a
beautiful sunny day. The sight of
Windsor Castle looming over the
river was marvellous, and we
moored in this lovely town to look
round and visit the Castle the
following day. The river grows
ever-wider, and bridges are higher
so although we held our breath as
we passed under each one, we
resisted taking the mast down and
got through with, it seemed, a few
inches to spare.
The houses and gardens on the
banks now are not quite so opulent,
although the houseboats are
becoming more impressive, and
there are many little islands in the
middle of the water.
We passed by the last lock on the
Thames – Richmond. A £5 charge
for using this is avoided if you arrive
at high tide and can then float under
the bridge. At this point our journey
took on a different character – no
more mooring at the side when we
fancied a coffee, no more stopping

anywhere for the night, and no
more impulse sight-seeing. As the
tide comes in we are shaken by the
amount of flotsam streaming
towards our little craft – huge timber
posts, numerous plastic bags, lost
footballs, discarded drink bottles,
bits of string, rope, wire...all a dire
threat to our little propeller. As we
avoid this, to our horror we see 20
sailing boats taking advantage of
the high winds, and tacking from
one side of the river to the other.
Two have capsized and we don‟t
know which course to take!
“Straight down the middle” a voice
shouts. It was with some relief we
got through the melee with no
mishap and found a canal entrance
in which to recover our nerves and
have lunch!

other vehicles is considerable – we
should have life-jackets on we
admit, but after our casual
experience up until recently such
equipment had seemed as
unnecessary as bringing our
mainsail.
On past the Isle of Dogs, the O2
Arena and the numerous working
wharves of East London, and there
– suddenly – are the 8 “monks”
forming the Thames Barrier with the
green lights indicating the channel
we should pass through.

The lace was exhibited in almost
every room in Heather‟s beautiful
home - with plenty more stored
away. We were overwhelmed by
the detail and history relating to this
craft.
This is not just her hobby. Heather
is an expert. She has written books
and articles, she lectures widely on
all aspects of lace history and is a
trustee of the Costume Society
where she has a particular interest.

Cap or Thames Barrier ??

One overnight mooring was at
Chiswick Pier. A quaint suburb of
London with the tiny terraced
properties priced at a mere
£2,000,000! Walking down the
road, we notice that this
thoroughfare divides the houses
from their gardens and that each
house has flood gates in position.
A sign warns car owners not to park
their cars as the Thames floods
over the road at this point, and
apparently it is not uncommon to
see cars floating on the water at
high tide!
The excitement at passing by the
Houses of Parliament, Big Ben,
County Hall and the Millennium
Wheel was unforeseen, and the joy
of spotting our son-in-law on Tower
Bridge was one of our highlights.
Another was realising that the road
bridge at Limehouse Marina was
swinging just for us and winning the
quiz prize of bubby and chocs at a
true Cockney pub will forever
remain in our memory.
The traffic on the now enormous
stretch of water is bulky and fast,
making us feel tiny and vulnerable.
After Tower Bridge there is no
speed limit and the wash made by

Out come the bubbly and chocs!
Sparkles in the champagne reflect
the shine in our eyes as we realise
that we have travelled the entire
length of the Thames – 190 miles.
She was greeting the sea as we
were embracing the achievement of
our goal. Brian has been muttering
something about the Amazon next
year?!

Fine C19 caps and undersleeves

Fine C19 Honiton bobbin lace cuffs
and collars
Trish Machin
HEATHER’S LACE EXHIBITION
Our dancers have many talents and
interests. We followed a trail along
country lanes in the Mendips and
like a treasure hunt, came across a
small notice in a hedge saying
‟Lace and Whitework‟. What an
understatement!
We were treated to viewing of some
of Heather Toomer‟s extensive
collection of antique lace and
th
related textiles dating from the 16
century and collected by Heather
over the past 38 years.
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Thank you Heather for making it
possible for some of us to see the
exquisite examples from your
collection.
Barbara Savill

TRAVELS WITH THE COTTLES
As many of you will be aware
Lesley and I retired earlier this year.
We have always enjoyed walking
and over the last few years we have
walked the Cleveland Way,
Cotswold Way, West Highland Way
plus a couple of long distance walks
south of the equator. However the
longest national trail in the UK is the
South West Coast Path and

completion of this trail has always
been on Lesley‟s bucket list. (If you
are unsure what a bucket list is you
need to see the film by the same
name.)

The SWCP starts in Minehead,
undulates southwards to Lands End
and then turns east to eventually
finish, with more undulations, 630
miles later in Poole. If you walk a
modest amount every day (with an
occasional rest) it takes about 8
weeks. You will also have climbed
and descended 114,930 feet which
is more than three times the height
of Everest.
Early April, a week after my
retirement, saw us travelling, with
caravan in tow, to Minehead. The
caravan was pitched at a pleasant
site in Minehead and we walked to
the Tourist Information Centre to
obtain details of buses. We hoped
to use public transport as much as
possible ie travel by car to the end
of walk, catch bus to start of walk,
walk to car and then drive back to
the caravan. Staff in Minehead
Tourist Information painted a very
bleak picture of the bus service and
so we resigned ourselves to circular
walks. In truth the times of buses
have been excellent and the
characters on them have provided
much amusement – more of that
later.
The weather in April was wonderful
and being outdoors most of the time
meant that our sun tans developed
gradually. Also, we don‟t always
walk with the sea on the right.
Sometimes, usually because of
buses or where the caravan is
parked, we walk the reverse route
with the sea on the left. This has
helped to provide an even tan.
While walking we usually greet
fellow walkers and occasionally
have a little chat. One gentleman

was from Cheltenham who was also
walking the full length of the SWCP
but only about a week at a time.
One group of four ladies all knew a
Scottish dancer in Bude (who we
had recently seen) and one lady of
this group was Pat Williams who
had started the Scottish Dancing
class with Les and Dawn Burden.
We saw one walker take a tumble
just in front of us. We went to her
aid and although she was only
slightly hurt what really upset her
was her husband. He had also
rushed to help her and in doing so
had stepped on her fallen glasses
and broken them. We soon left
them to their discussions.

In Newlyn we saw an impressive
statue dedicated to deep sea
fisherman and a kind gentleman
took our photo with the statue in the
background. He then explained
how, a while ago, some men with
expensive surveying equipment had
been near to the statue and when
he enquired what they were up it
transpired that all heights shown on
OS maps are measured from a
brass knob set into the concrete just
at that point. The brass knob was
there and the story could be true as
if you look on an OS map Newlyn is
mentioned as the source of vertical
data.
As with all footpaths, the quality and
the user friendliness can vary from
one minute to the next. However,
one of the worse parts was where
the path had eroded away, probably
within the last few hours, and we
were left with a large drop on one
side, a barbed wire fence on the
other and a gap in front of us. We
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managed to skirt the precipice by
hanging onto the barbed wire fence
but it was a tense moment. We
reported the problem to the Path
Management of the SWCP by email
and included photo and GPS
coordinates.
As mentioned earlier buses have
been a good source of amusement.
Early one Sunday morning we saw
a chap in a pink tutu and tattoos
and, on the same bus, a couple in
formal dress (DJ and evening gown)
with bottle of champagne, a box of
chocolates and flowers going to an
event in a van sales yard. At the
front of a moving open top bus a
dog owner allowed his dog to climb
onto the ledge at the base of the
window. After looking around for a
while the dog decided to explore the
great outdoors and jumped over the
front window. Fortunately the dog
was on a lead and the owner pulled
it back up otherwise the dog would
have landed in front of the moving
bus.
One morning we were waiting for a
bus to take us to the start of the
walk at Port Isaac and were chatting
to a Canadian couple who were
going to do the same walk as us.
However, for whatever reason, we
were on the wrong side of the road
and the bus went sailing past us
without stopping. We agreed that
the best solution would be to share
a taxi and I went into a nearby
petrol station to see if they had a
number for a local firm. The
proprietor had barely started looking
through the various business cards
before the Canadian lady put her
head through the door to say that
she had arranged a lift. It transpires
that she asked a motorist filling up
with petrol if he could help us and
he give us and our four rucksacks a
free lift to Port Isaac.
One bus driver had the tactic of
driving at full speed down the
narrow Cornish lanes so she arrived
at the next staging stop ahead of
the time table and thus had to wait
for the departure time. This
enabled her to get out and have a
cigarette break. It also enabled her
to make an unscheduled stop at a
roadside stall selling strawberries.
She bought a punnet and enthused
so much about them that the other
couple of passengers also bought
some. The only downside of her

driving technique was that several
hours later as we were in our car
travelling along the same narrow
Cornish lanes we met her coming in
the opposite direction...
So far our walking has been in two
stages. 155 miles from 9 to 26 April
and 180 miles from 23 May to 14
June. We are now back in
Cheltenham and by the time you
read this article we will have
become grandparents for the first
time. The remainder of the SWCP
beckons but we are aware of our
responsibilities as grandparents.
However, our family appear to be
happy with our nomadic lifestyle so
perhaps our responsibilities will be
on an ad hoc basis and Cornwall is
not really very far away.
Alan and Lesley Cottle
HEALTH & SAFETY

 a verbal announcement
identifying fire exits and
assembly points will be
made at the beginning of
each dance.
Should an accident occur at a
Society event, it will be the
responsibility of either the teacher
or the Master of Ceremonies
(whichever is applicable) to ensure
that an ambulance is called, as
necessary, and that a
representative of the venue is
informed so that an appropriate
entry can be made into the accident
book.
THE SUMMER FLING
This year saw a summer fling with
a difference.. the sun shone! Other
than that, it was run on its usual
format of relaxed dancing, good
food and great company.

THE 50

TH

ANNIVERSARY BALL
PROGRAMME

Grand March into
The Eightsome Reel **
Jennifer‟s Jig
Moment of Truth
The Montgomeries‟ Rant
The Wild Geese
The Lammermuir Hills
The Recumbent Stone **
Pelorus Jack
The Dream Catcher **
The Earl and Countess of Wessex
The Hazel Tree
Mr Iain Stuart Robertson
Schiehallion **
Tribute to the Borders
The Highland Rambler
Gang the same Gate
Ian Powrie‟s Farewell to
Auchterarder **
Scott Meilkle
Mairi‟s Wedding **
All dances will be recapped except
those marked **
MC Peter Wright

Even Scottish Country Dancing has
its risks as we have seen this year.
Many of our members suffer sprains
& torn muscles and couple that with
the fact that many of our dancers
(including me) are past their first
flush of youth then an increase in
the risk of an accident becomes a
very real possibility. Accordingly the
committee has drawn up a Health &
Safety Statement as follows:
Bristol RSCDS Health & Safety
Statement
All members of Bristol RSCDS
attend Society events at their own
risk.
The Committee of Bristol RSCDS
will ensure that, as far as possible,
risks associated with events will be
mitigated. In particular, care will be
taken to ensure that:
 dancing surfaces will be
treated with „slipstop‟ as
required.
 all electrical equipment
used by the Society will be
PAT tested annually.

The selection of dances was
chosen by the dancers and picked
out randomly from a hat, or to be
more accurate, a Tupperware box.
However, the Streets of Prague
went missing for the second year
running!!!! Sorry Margaret. The
dance instructions were ably
delivered by the dream team of Pat
Fish, Graham Coles and Peter
Wright, and danced to CDs. We had
a lot of fun and as usual it all ended
too soon. We are now all looking
forward to next year's bash.

PLEASE get your tickets from
Graham Coles
graham.coles@btinternet.com or
www.rscdsbristol.info

Clive Robinson
Any questions about the Ball to your
Ball Committee:
Clive Robinson
Lynn Robinson
Joan Ferguson
Andrew Smith
Catriona Turnbull
Caroline Dunn
Barbara Savill
Kevin Savill
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RSCDS HQ EVENTS

THURSDAY EVENING CLASSES

AGM&Conference Weekend
4 - 6 November 2011
Kelvin Hall, Glasgow

Join us for fun nights of Scottish
Country Dancing on the following
dates:

RSCDS Winter School
19 - 24 February 2012
26 February – 2 March 2012
Pitlochry

Thursday nights for all
7.30 – 10.00pm
Weekly sessions for beginners
starting on 15 September 2011

Spring Fling (for under 35s)
Late March 2012
Fri-Sun
RSCDS Summer School
July 2012 – August 2012
St Andrews

The term dates for the year
8 September – 15 December 2011
5 January – 29 March 2012
19 April – 28 June 2012

USEFUL WEB ADDRESSES
Don‟t forget our own website which
will help to keep you up-to-date with
the branch, classes and events.
RSCDS Bristol Branch
http://www.rscdsbristol.info
Webmaster: Peter Wright
Others sites which may be of
interest:
RSCDS Headquarters
http://www.rscds.org
(ask secretary for password)
Grand Chain
http://www.scottishdance.net/

TEACHERS 2011/2012
Strathspey Server
http://www.strathspey.org/

BRISTOL BRANCH EVENTS
Peter Wright: 01761 462874
peterwri@mac.com
New Season Dance
1 October 2011
St. Monicas
Band: Dalriada

The Carswellian
www.carswellian.net

Barbara Savill: 0117 9622724
bdewinton@hotmail.co.uk
Cheryl Ayers : 0117 9590970
cheryl.ayers@blueyonder.co.uk

A FINAL WORD FROM THE
EDITOR

Day School
12 November 2011
St Monica‟s Trust, W-O-T
Teacher: Graham Donald
Musician: Ian Muir
Band: Scottish Measure

BRISTOL BRANCH COMMITTEE

Next Issue: Summer 2012

Newcomers’ Dance
28 January 2012
Emerson‟s Green
Band: Ceol Na H‟Alba

Secretary:
Patricia Machin: 0117 9623775
patricia.clemow@btopenworld.com

Branch AGM
20 October 2011

th

50 Anniversary Ball
10 March 2012
The Council House
Band: Craigellachie
Summer Dance
14 May 2012
St Monica‟s Trust, W-O-T
Band: Chris Dewhurst
Summer Fling
July 2012 date tbc

Chair:
Margaret Pinder: 01454 416778
Margaret.pinder@crumbly.plus.com

Treasurer: until AGM
Brian Machin: 0117 9623775
brian.machin@btinternet.com

Many members take part in
activities and events and venture on
holidays to interesting parts of the
world that other members would
love to hear about. I would like to
hear what YOU have been doing.
Please jot down your experiences
and send them in – a few lines will
suffice with a picture if you have
one. Here‟s to next year‟s
newsletter!!
Kevin

Catering:
Lesley Cottle
cottlesontour@onetel.com
Membership Secretary: until AGM
Clive Robinson: 0117 9677073
clive.prp608@btinternet.com
Ticket Secretary: until AGM
Catriona Forward: 01934-852344
RandCM@btinternet.com
Publicity:
Kevin Savill: 0117 9622724
downskev@blueyonder.co.uk

The birthday girl ageing gracefully…

Keeeeep dancing !!
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